School is a place where we learn, face an exam.
Life is one where we face an exam and then we learn
things.
So when a student transforms from a school to a
more practical school called life, why are some
successful and what is it that the others are lacking?
Here comes certain terms like attitude,
personality, character, temperament, commitment
and beyond all a brave heart to face life. Let us not
complicate the issue by using above terms.
Let us simplify by one single word wisdom. Now,
the question comes, what is this wisdom ?
Might sound small, But it is the key which can open all
the above locks.
Now let me ask you what is knowledge and what is
wisdom?
There is a very thin line of Difference between
knowledge and wisdom. But that very thin line makes
the difference between winning and losing.

In simple words, a nuclear weapon can be created
with knowledge. But its proper usage comes with
wisdom.
By Now, it might be very clear for all of us as to
why knowledge is being misused ?
The Answer is we lack wisdom while acquiring
knowledge.
So where do we get this wisdom?
Again, I need to tell you a small story.
In Ancient times, we heard of people going to
gurukula to study
It was residential, where, in addition to knowledge,
wisdom was being taught to children. Irrespective of
whether the learner was a prince or a farmer’s son.
It was a place where it was taught how to create a
weapon and whether it should be used for a
constructive or destructive cause.

In Today’s world, with too much of competition in
every field, knowledge induction has vastly increased
with a steady steep in wisdom.
It is grave time, where we understand the need of the
hour. The Nations pride now rests on the shoulders of
the young brains which are fruitful with knowledge
and empowering wisdom.
Let’s accept the fact that right from our grand
fathers, our country has been termed as Developing.
Let’s think of a nation, free from all the pollution at
least a hundred years from now.
To dream such a nation with no starving deaths, basic
right of education, every kid blushing without the
shadows of demons like caste, creed, sex.
A change is always necessary.
The only solution for such a change can come from
wisdom.
Let me give some examples

A wisdom filled heart thinks of the world, nations
pride, mother, individual identity. As the saying goes,
one who can never respect his nation and his mother
can never win as a human being.
Let us question at this moment as to how many of us
are being taught the above things.
A wisdom filled heart stands against corruption, just
like the way one breathe oxygen
So, if we dream of a nation with full of wisdom hearts,
then our nation will stand on top not only in
population but also in any marked event.
The very thought can create goose worms to every
individual. Why not take a primary step in
implementing it.
After all, a thousand mile run chase begins with a
single step
Today, these words can take the form of a single step
for a change, we dream of a brighter future
generations.

Abdul Kalaam sir said
Dare to dream-Dream to Achieve
Every one of us can dream
How many of us can really achieve ?
I end with a sharp note that words are swords.
They can penetrate deeply in ones heart which can
imprint a change which the future is awaiting eagerly.
Every body dreams of a nation with such vast
knowledge
A Mind and soul with proper knowledge and fruitful
wisdom is what our country really needs.
We might know how a sulphuric acid is produced. But
we do not know where to use it.
Knowledge cannot buy wisdom
Wisdom is samskaram
No one has time to learn wisdom
If people understand the importance of wisdom

So called problems are all lost

Many countries after 5 years of independence were
listed as Developed Countries
We after 60 years of independence still remain a
developing country
At least let me hope, my grand son comes to me
saying India is a developed country.

